START POSITION: Standing in Box A facing targets with both palms pressed to ears or ear muffs. Handgun is loaded and holstered as per ready condition in rule 8.1.1 and 8.1.2.

STAGE PROCEDURE
Upon start signal, from Box A, engage only T1, T2, PP1 and PP2. Then engage only T3-T5 only through Port B.

SCORING
SCORING: Comstock, 12 rounds, 60 points
TARGETS: 5 IPSC, 2 Pepper poppers
SCORED HITS: Best 2/paper, KD = 1 A
START - STOP: Audible - Last shot
Assess one penalty per shot fired at T3-T5 which do not pass through Port B.

SETUP NOTES: Set paper targets to 4 feet 6 inches high at shoulders. Barricade is 8 feet by 4 feet. Box A is 3 feet by 3 feet.
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USE NUMBERS - NOT HASHMARKS

T1 | 2 |
T2 | 2 |
T3 | 2 |
T4 | 2 |
T5 | 2 |
STL| 2 |

TOTAL HITS | 12 |

MAJ X5 X4 X4 X2 X-10
MIN X5 X3 X3 X1 X-10
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